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No Love Lost Lexi Blake 2020-09-29 When Ezra Fain joined the ranks of the CIA, the last thing on his mind was romance. After meeting
Kim Solomon, it was difficult to think of anything else. A tragic mistake drove them apart, leaving him shattered and unable to forgive the
woman he loved. But when his greatest enemy threatens her life, Ezra leaps into action, prepared to do anything to try to save her. Solo
accepted long ago that she won’t get over Ezra. She’s worked for years to get back into his life, looking for any way to reignite the love they
once shared. Unfortunately, nothing seems to penetrate the wall he has built between them. When she’s arrested for a crime she didn’t
commit, she believes she’s on her own. Racing across the globe, Ezra and Solo find themselves together again, caught in the crosshairs of
the agency they sacrificed so much to serve. Days on the run soon turn to steamy nights, but Levi Green isn’t about to let them find their
happily ever after. And when the smoke clears, the men and women of McKay-Taggart will never be the same again.
Indigo Blue Cathy Cassidy 2006-09-07 Indigo's mum has had it with her boyfriend, and has moved her girls out of their cozy home and into
"the flat from hell." Indie is not about to show anyone how it really feels, especially not her best friend, Jo. But the truth is, the neighborhood
is bad, the heat's useless, and there's little to eat. It's hard for Indie to ignore such a drastic change—but with a little sister who's too small
to understand and a mum who's feeling desperate, Indie is the one who's got to take charge.
How to Kill Your Best Friend Lexie Elliott 2021-08-17 If you suspected your best friend, the person you were closest to in the whole world,
was a murderer, what would you do? Would you confront her? Would you help keep her secret? Or would you begin to feel afraid? Most
importantly, why don't you feel safe now that she's dead? From the author of The French Girl comes a novel full of secrets, suspense, and
deadly twists. Georgie, Lissa, and Bronwyn have been inseparable since dominating their college swim team; swimming has always been an
escape from their own problems, but now their shared passion has turned deadly. How can it be true that Lissa, the strongest swimmer they
know, drowned? Granted, there is something strange about Kanu Cove, where Lissa was last seen, swimming off the coast of the fabulous
island resort she owned with her husband. Lissa’s closest friends gather at the resort to honor her life, but Georgie and Bron can’t seem to
stop looking over their shoulders. Danger lurks beneath the surface of the crystal-clear water, and even their luxurious private villas can’t
help them feel safe. As the weather turns ominous, trapping the funeral guests together on the island, nobody knows who they can trust.
Lissa’s death was only the beginning....
The Body Image Book for Girls Charlotte Markey 2020-09-10 Body image expert Dr Charlotte Markey helps girls aged 9-15 to
understand, accept, and appreciate their bodies.
Hero Samantha Young 2015 "Alexa Holland's father was her hero--until her shocking discovery that her mother and she weren't his only
family. Ever since, Alexa has worked to turn her life in a different direction and forge her own identity outside of his terrible secrets. But
when she meets a man who's as damaged by her father's mistakes as she is, Alexa must help him"-Cherry Crush Cathy Cassidy 2011 Cherry Costello's life is about to change forever. She and Dad are moving to Somerset where a new mum
and a bunch of brand-new sisters await. And on Cherry's first day there she meets Shay Fletcher - the kind of boy who should carry a
government health warning. But Shay already has a girlfriend, Cherry's new stepsister, Honey. Cherry knows her friendship with Shay is
dangerous - it could destroy everything. But that doesn't mean she's going to stay away from him...
Sit, Stay, Love: A Wish Novel J.J. Howard 2016-01-26 Cecilia Murray has been wishing for a dog for as long as she can remember. And when
a cute pug named Potato is brought in to Orphan Paws, the shelter where she volunteers, she knows he is the dog she's been waiting for.
There's just one problem: Eric Chung -- a popular, arrogant boy from school -- adopts Potato first. What's worse, he hopes to train the little
tater to become a show-dog superstar. Cecilia knows that Potato is not cut out for a life of sparkly collars and snobby judges, so she sets out
to sabotage Eric's plans. But the more time Cecilia spends with Potato and Eric, the more she questions everything she thought she knew
about dog shows ... and a certain cute show-dog trainer. Can Cecilia save Potato -- while also listening to her heart?
Forever Phoenix Cathy Cassidy 2020-07-09 The brand-new fourth book in the gorgeous Lost and Found series from Cathy Cassidy,
bestselling author of The Chocolate Box Girls. Phoenix is a firebrand and a fire starter. After burning down a dormitory at her prestigious
boarding school, Phoenix is sent to live with her grandmother, the owner of Greystones mansion. But Phoenix struggles to settle in . . . Will
the band accept Phoenix, despite her spiky personality? And can Phoenix finally find true friends in the Lost & Found?
Lost in Me Lexi Ryan 2013-04-07 Lost in Me is the first book in the Here and Now series, a spin-off of the New York Times and USA Today
bestselling New Hope series. This sexy amnesia love triangle is intended for mature readers. The last thing I remember is having drinks at
Brady’s and trying to avoid eye-contact with my life-long crush—the gorgeous, unattainable Maximilian Hallowell. They tell me that was a
year ago, but I have no memories of anything since then. What I do have is this ring on my finger that Max says he gave me, and this muchthinner body I’ve dreamed of most of my life. Aside from a case of retrograde amnesia, everything seems almost...perfect. But the deeper I
immerse myself into this new world of mine—planning a wedding to a man I don't remember dating, attempting to run a business I don't
remember starting—the clearer it becomes that nothing is as it seems. Do I have the life I’ve always wanted or is it a facade propped up by
secrets I don't even know I have? I need answers before I marry Max, and the only person who seems to have them is the angry, tatted, sexyas-sin rocker Nate Crane. And Nate wants me for himself. Lost in Me is not a standalone novel, as the story continues in Here and Now book
two, Fall to You, available now, and concludes in All for This, available now. Explore Love Unbound, the series of books set in New Hope and
about the characters readers have come to love. Each series can be read on its own or you can read them all. Love Unbound: Splintered
Hearts Unbreak Me (Maggie’s story) Stolen Wishes: A Wish I May Prequel Novella (Will and Cally’s prequel) Wish I May (Will and Cally’s
novel) Or read them together in the omnibus edition, Splintered Hearts: The New Hope Trilogy Love Unbound: Here and Now Lost in Me
(Hanna’s story begins) Fall to You (Hanna’s story continues) All for This (Hanna’s story concludes) Or read them together in the omnibus
edition, Here and Now: The Complete Series Love Unbound: Reckless and Real Something Wild (Liz and Sam’s story begins) Something
Reckless (Liz and Sam’s story continues) Something Real (Liz and Sam’s story concludes) Or read them together in the omnibus edition,
Reckless and Real: The Complete Series Love Unbound: Mended Hearts Playing with Fire (Nix’s story, coming summer 2015)
Love and the Dream Come True (State of Grace) Tammy L. Gray 2022-08-02 The Anticipated Series Finale to the 2021 Carol Award-Winning
Novel, Love and a Little White Lie Their faith will face its toughest test yet. Four years after getting the biggest break of his life, Cameron
Lee's music career has taken a nosedive, leaving him two options: become a sellout or give up on his lifelong dream. He reluctantly returns
home for his sister's wedding, hoping to avoid his past and find his love for music again. Single mom Lexie Walters has suffered her fair
share of tragedies and setbacks, but she has finally scraped together the money to achieve her dream of going into business with her cousin
as an interior designer. When Lexie's life is at an all-time high, she runs into her teenage crush, Cameron Lee. Lost in the emotional turmoil
of failure, Cameron is immediately drawn to Lexie and her infectious smile and optimistic spirit. Moreover, he adores her mouthy, no-holdsbarred daughter. But fantasies only last so long, and soon Lexie and Cameron must face the real world, the one fraught with heartbreak,
disappointment, and questions that sometimes can only be answered by a leap of faith.
Cherished Girl Lexie Winston 2021-03-30
The Drowning Kind Jennifer McMahon 2021-04-06 A NEW YORK TIMES BEST THRILLER OF 2021 In this “blisteringly suspenseful tale
that will keep you up at night” (Wendy Webb, author of Daughters of the Lake), a woman returns to the old family home after her sister
mysteriously drowns in its swimming pool…but she’s not the pool’s only victim. Be careful what you wish for. When Jax receives nine missed
calls from her older sister, Lexie, she assumes that it’s just another one of her sister’s episodes. Manic and increasingly out of touch with
reality, Lexie has pushed Jax away for over a year. But the next day, Lexie is dead: drowned in the pool at their grandmother’s estate. When
Jax arrives at the house to go through her sister’s things, she learns that Lexie was researching the history of their family and the property.
And as she dives deeper into the research herself, she discovers that the land holds a far darker past than she could have ever imagined. In
1929, thirty-seven-year-old newlywed Ethel Monroe hopes desperately for a baby. In an effort to distract her, her husband whisks her away
on a trip to Vermont, where a natural spring is showcased by the newest and most modern hotel in the Northeast. Once there, Ethel learns
that the water is rumored to grant wishes, never suspecting that the spring takes in equal measure to what it gives. A modern-day ghost
story that illuminates how the past, though sometimes forgotten, is never really far behind us, The Drowning Kind “is satisfying on every
level: Marvelously chilling, elegantly written, a true page-turner” (Janelle Brown, New York Times bestselling author).
Love from Lexie (The Lost and Found) Cathy Cassidy 2017-06-15 Ever since Lexie's mum vanished, her world hasn't stopped spinning. A
new home, a new school - even a new family but Lexie never gives up hope that her mum will come back and writes her letters every day to
tell her all about her new life. There's plenty to tell - the new group of misfits she calls friends, the talent for music she never knew she had
and the gorgeous boy with blue eyes and secrets to hide. But her letters remain unanswered and she's starting to feel more alone than ever.
Lexie's about to learn that sometimes you need to get lost in order to be found. The first in a gorgeous new series from the bestselling author
of the Chocolate Box Girls and the perfect next step for fans of Jacqueline Wilson.
Little Fires Everywhere (Movie Tie-In) Celeste Ng 2020-03-17 The #1 New York Times bestseller! Now a Hulu original series starring
Reese Witherspoon and Kerry Washington. “I read Little Fires Everywhere in a single, breathless sitting.” —Jodi Picoult “To say I love this
book is an understatement. It’s a deep psychological mystery about the power of motherhood, the intensity of teenage love, and the danger
of perfection. It moved me to tears.” —Reese Witherspoon “Extraordinary . . . books like Little Fires Everywhere don't come along often.”
—John Green From the bestselling author of Everything I Never Told You, a riveting novel that traces the intertwined fates of the pictureperfect Richardson family and the enigmatic mother and daughter who upend their lives. In Shaker Heights, a placid, progressive suburb of
Cleveland, everything is planned—from the layout of the winding roads, to the colors of the houses, to the successful lives its residents will
go on to lead. And no one embodies this spirit more than Elena Richardson, whose guiding principle is playing by the rules. Enter Mia
Warren—an enigmatic artist and single mother—who arrives in this idyllic bubble with her teenaged daughter Pearl, and rents a house from
the Richardsons. Soon Mia and Pearl become more than tenants: all four Richardson children are drawn to the mother-daughter pair. But
Mia carries with her a mysterious past and a disregard for the status quo that threatens to upend this carefully ordered community. When
old family friends of the Richardsons attempt to adopt a Chinese-American baby, a custody battle erupts that dramatically divides the
town—and puts Mia and Elena on opposing sides. Suspicious of Mia and her motives, Elena is determined to uncover the secrets in Mia’s
past. But her obsession will come at unexpected and devastating costs. Little Fires Everywhere explores the weight of secrets, the nature of
art and identity, and the ferocious pull of motherhood—and the danger of believing that following the rules can avert disaster. Named a Best
Book of the Year by: People, The Washington Post, Bustle, Esquire, Southern Living, The Daily Beast, GQ, Entertainment Weekly, NPR,
Amazon, Barnes & Noble, iBooks, Audible, Goodreads, Library Reads, Book of the Month, Paste, Kirkus Reviews, St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
and many more... Perfect for book clubs! Visit celesteng.com for discussion guides and more.
Before I Let You Go Kelly Rimmer 2018-04-03 From the author of The Things We Cannot Say, Before I Let You Go explores a hotly divisive
topic and asks how far the ties of family love can be stretched before they finally break. “Kelly Rimmer skillfully takes us deep inside a world
where love must make choices that logic cannot. Ripped from the headlines and from the heart, Before I Let You Go is an unforgettable
novel that will amaze and startle you with its impact and insight.” —Patti Callahan Henry, New York Times bestselling author of The
Bookshop at Water’s End “Before I Let You Go is a heartbreaking book about an impossible decision. Kelly Rimmer writes with wisdom and
compassion about the relationships between sisters, mother and daughter…. She captures the anguish of addiction, the agonizing conflict
between an addict’s best and worst selves. Above all, this is a novel about the deepest love possible.” —Luanne Rice, New York Times
bestselling author The 2:00 a.m. call is the first time Lexie Vidler has heard her sister’s voice in years. Annie is a drug addict, a thief, a
liar—and in trouble, again. Lexie has always bailed Annie out, given her money, a place to sleep, sent her to every kind of rehab. But this
time, she’s not just strung out—she’s pregnant and in premature labor. If she goes to the hospital, she’ll lose custody of her baby—maybe
even go to prison. But the alternative is unthinkable. As the weeks unfold, Lexie finds herself caring for her fragile newborn niece while her
carefully ordered life is collapsing around her. She’s in danger of losing her job, and her fiancé only has so much patience for Annie’s drama.
In court-ordered rehab, Annie attempts to halt her downward spiral by confronting long-buried secrets from the sisters’ childhoods, ghosts
that Lexie doesn’t want to face. But will the journey heal Annie, or lead her down a darker path? Don’t miss Kelly Rimmer’s latest gripping
novel, The German Wife. For more by Kelly Rimmer, look for The Things We Cannot Say Truths I Never Told You The Warsaw Orphan
Apprentice Lexie Winston 2021-07-31 Sci fi alien reverse harem
Sami's Silver Linings Cathy Cassidy 2018-06 The must-have second book in the brilliant Lost and Found series from Cathy Cassidy,
bestselling author of the Chocolate Box Girls. Forced to flee his home in Syria for safety in England, Sami attempts to begin a new life but
struggles to overcome the pain of the past. Memories of the long and dangerous journey across icy waters, armed with only his dad's old
coat, a flute and the hope of a brighter future, are never far away. Can his new friends in the Lost and Found band and a blossoming
romance with the girl of his dreams melt his frozen heart or is it too late to find a silver lining? Praise for Cathy's books: Touching, tender
and unforgettable. Guardian
A Measure of Love Sophie Jackson 2016-06-21 From award-winning fanfic phenomenon Sophie Jackson, the third novel in the sexy and
emotionally intense blockbuster A Pound of Flesh series. Life in New York for ex-con Riley Moore is pretty damn good, until a call from his
mother shatters the calm: his father has suffered his second heart attack in two years and is in a critical condition. Leaving everything
behind, Riley flies home to Michigan for the first time in five years to support his mother and do his best to make amends with his father. He
also tries not to think about Lexie Pierce, the only girl he ever truly cared about, and who broke his heart. When they inevitably meet,
memories of their love make Riley yearn to reconnect, despite the pain they both suffered. Though she's wary, and has a secret she’s hidden
from him for five years, Lexie has little willpower when it comes to Riley and she agrees. Besides, after all that has gone before, she owes it
to both of them to find out if they can love each other again. Can they both overcome their sorrow and secrets and finally share their life
together? A powerful new voice in modern romance, Sophie Jackson has crafted a passionate love story with unforgettable characters that
will stay with you long after you’ve turned the last page.
Lexie Audrey Couloumbis 2011 When ten-year-old Lexie goes with her father to the beach for a week, she is surprised to find that he has
invited his girlfriend and her two sons to join them for the entire week.
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He's With Me Tamara Summers 2009-02-09 When Jake wants to avoid Bree, the most popular girl in school, he asks Lexie to pretend to be
his girlfriend, but Lexie, who has a crush on Jake, wants to convince him that they're meant to be for real.
The French Girl Lexie Elliott 2019-03-05 "Memories from her trip to France still haunt Kate Channing almost a decade after the fateful
vacation. The image of her French neighbor, Severine, is as clear as if she had seen her yesterday--despite the fact that Severine went
missing just as the vacation ended. And when the case is reopened, bringing with it resurfaced secrets, rekindled affections, and dangerous
enemies, Kate wonders if she will ever be able to rid herself of the ghost of the haunting and silent young woman. As the investigation
speeds forward and alliances can no longer be trusted, she begins to understand that the stakes of this game are her own survival"-Lady Luck Kristen Ashley 2017-06-20 "I adore Kristen Ashley's books!"---Maya Banks, New York Times bestselling author Is love in the
cards? Since birth, Lexie Berry has had nothing but bad luck. Orphaned at an early age, she had a rough childhood and a boyfriend who was
murdered. Now the beautiful, stylish Lexie is determined to change her luck and her life. But first she's got to make good on a promise: to
pick up Ty Walker from prison. One look at the gorgeous ex-convict and Lexie knows she's in trouble-and already thinking about taking a
walk on the wild side . . . For five years, Ty was imprisoned for a crime he didn't commit. Now he wants revenge on the people who framed
him. Yet when the high-stakes poker player sees the leggy Lexie, he suddenly has other desires on his mind. Realizing that Ty is innocent,
Lexie tries to stop his plan for vengeance and help him become a better man. But as Ty battles his inner demons, dirty cops and criminals
plot to take him out. Can he and Lexie find a way to escape the past?
The Missing Years Lexie Elliott 2020-09-08 Ailsa Calder has inherited half of a house. The other half belongs to a man who disappeared
without a trace twenty-seven years ago--her father. Leaving London behind to settle the inheritance from her mother's estate, Ailsa returns
to her childhood home, nestled among the craggy peaks of the Scottish Highlands, joined by the half-sister who's almost a stranger to her.
Ailsa can't escape the claustrophobic feeling that the house itself is watching her-- as if her past hungers to consume her. She also can't
ignore how the neighborhood animals refuse to set foot within the gates of the garden. When the first nighttime intruder shows up, Ailsa
fears that the manor's careless rugged beauty could cost her everything.
The Ship We Built Lexie Bean 2020-05-26 Tender and wise, The Ship We Built is about the bravery it takes to stand up for yourself—even
to those you love—and the power of finding someone who treasures you for everything you are. Sometimes I have trouble filling out tests
when the name part feels like a test too. . . . When I write letters, I love that you have to read all of my thoughts and stories before I say any
name at all. You have to make it to the very end to know. Rowan has too many secrets to write down in the pages of a diary. And if he did, he
wouldn't want anyone he knows to read them. He understands who he is and what he likes, but it's not safe for others to find out. Now the
kids at school say Rowan's too different to spend time with. He's not the "right kind" of girl, and he's not the "right kind" of boy. His mom
ignores him. And at night, his dad hurts him in ways he's not ready to talk about yet. But Rowan discovers another way to share his secrets:
letters. Letters he attaches to balloons and releases into the universe, hoping someone new will read them and understand. But when he
befriends a classmate who knows what it's like to be lonely and scared, even at home, Rowan realizes that there might already be a person
he can trust right by his side. “Incredibly good; by turns raw, sweet, horrifying, tender, and hopeful.”—Laurie Halse Anderson, NYT
bestselling and award-winning author of Speak and SHOUT
Mother May I Joshilyn Jackson 2021-04-06 NATIONAL BESTSELLER “A finely paced, shrewdly observed, multi-tiered story . . . A thinking
(and feeling) reader’s thriller.” –Wall Street Journal "Chilling, thought-provoking, and hauntingly written, Mother May I kept me on the edge
of my seat with its breathless race against time." — Megan Miranda, New York Times bestselling author of The Girl from Widow Hills
Recommended by Buzzfeed • Parade • Country Living • Atlanta Journal-Constitution • Augusta Chronicle • The Nerd Daily • She Reads •
BookBub • and more! The New York Times bestselling author of the critically acclaimed Never Have I Ever returns with an even more
addictive novel of domestic suspense in which a mother must decide how far she is willing to go to protect her child and the life she
loves—an unforgettable tale of power, privilege, lies, revenge, and the choices we make, ones that transform our lives in unforeseen ways.
Revenge doesn’t wait for permission. Growing up poor in rural Georgia, Bree Cabbat was warned that the world was a dark and scary place.
Bree rejected that fearful outlook, and life has proved her right. Having married into a family with wealth, power, and connections, Bree now
has all a woman could ever dream of. Until the day she awakens and sees someone peering into her bedroom window—an old gray-haired
woman dressed all in black who vanishes as quickly as she appears. It must be a play of the early morning light or the remnant of a waking
dream, Bree tells herself, shaking off the bad feeling that overcomes her. Later that day though, she spies the old woman again, in the
parking lot of her daughters’ private school . . . just minutes before Bree’s infant son, asleep in his car seat only a few feet away, vanishes. It
happened so quickly—Bree looked away only for a second. There is a note left in his place, warning her that she is being watched; if she
wants her baby back, she must not call the police or deviate in any way from the instructions that will follow. The mysterious woman makes
contact, and Bree learns she, too, is a mother. Why would another mother do this? What does she want? And why has she targeted Bree? Of
course Bree will pay anything, do anything. It’s her child. To get her baby back, Bree must complete one small—but critical—task. It seems
harmless enough, but her action comes with a devastating price. Bree will do whatever it takes to protect her family—but what if the cost
tears their world apart?
Sami’s Silver Lining (The Lost and Found Book Two) Cathy Cassidy 2018-06-28 The must-have second book in the brilliant Lost and
Found series from Cathy Cassidy, bestselling author of the Chocolate Box Girls. Forced to flee his home in Syria for safety in England, Sami
attempts to begin a new life but struggles to overcome the pain of the past. Memories of the long and dangerous journey across icy waters,
armed with only his dad's old coat, a flute and the hope of a brighter future, are never far away. Can his new friends in the Lost and Found
band and a blossoming romance with the girl of his dreams melt his frozen heart or is it too late to find a silver lining? Praise for Cathy's
books: Touching, tender and unforgettable. Guardian
The Unexpected Love Story of Lexie Byrne (aged 39 1/2) Caroline Grace-Cassidy 2021-08-12 An irresistible love story . . . delivered
with sparkle and wit (in a too-tight red dress!) Meet Lexie Byrne. The big 4-0 is looming, but she's perfectly content without a man. How else
could she watch movies on repeat and eat crisp sandwiches in bed? Finally free of her love-rat ex, she's never settling again. Nothing less
than 'The One' will do. Then, after an electrifying encounter on a wild St Patrick's Day, Lexie takes a leap of faith and a flight across the Irish
Sea. But as sparks fly, Lexie's dreams take a serious nosedive. Until an arrival no one anticipated . . . Will the unexpected love story of Lexie
Byrne have a happy ending after all? 'A fun, warm-hearted romp' Marian Keyes 'Fiercely funny and heart-warming!' Laura Whitmore
Scarlett Cathy Cassidy 2006-10-19 Scarlett's in trouble at school. Again. With black fingernails and dyed ketchup-red hair, she's not your
average twelve-year-old Londoner. So her mum—sick of trying to get her into another school—ships Scarlett to her father's cottage in
Ireland. Having to learn Gaelic in a one-room schoolhouse and enduring a new stepmum and younger stepsister is just too much. Scarlett
wants to leave—until she meets Kian. He seems too good to be true with his dark, rugged looks, kind nature, and horse named Midnight. As
Kian helps Scarlett let go of her anger, she begins to accept her family, her friendships, and most of all, her dreams. A captivating new novel
from a writer reviewers have called "a British import with a refreshingly light touch." —School Library Journal on Indigo Blue.
The Hand That First Held Mine Maggie O'Farrell 2010-04-29 Winner of the 2010 Costa Novel Award and a Sunday Times bestseller, THE
HAND THAT FIRST HELD MINE by Maggie O'Farrell is a gorgeously written story of love and motherhood from the author of HAMNET and
I AM, I AM, I AM. When the sophisticated Innes Kent turns up on her doorstep, Lexie Sinclair realises she cannot wait any longer for her life
to begin, and leaves for London. There, at the heart of the 1950s Soho art scene, she carves out a new life. In the present day, Elina and Ted
are reeling from the difficult birth of their first child. Elina struggles to reconcile the demands of motherhood with her sense of herself as an
artist, and Ted is disturbed by memories of his own childhood that don't tally with his parents' version of events. As Ted begins to search for
answers, an extraordinary portrait of two women is revealed, separated by fifty years, but connected in ways that neither could ever have
expected.
The Compound S. A. Bodeen 2008-04-29 S.A. Bodeen's The Compound is a 2009 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year. Eli and his
family have lived in the Compound for six years. The world they knew is gone. Eli's father built the Compound to keep them safe. Now, they
can't get out. He won't let them.
Broken Girl Lexie Winston 2021-01-14 Never in her life has Harlow felt as low as she does now. Even a beating from her mother was easier
to take than the humiliation she just suffered at the hands of the Summer's siblings. Unable to return home due to a promise made to her
foster father, she has to stay on until her commitments have concluded. With her new friends Alex and Shane trying to convince her to stay
and her grandparents and father of the same mind, Harlow's heart is torn in two. But a mysterious phone call and a possible job opportunity
may just swing the pendulum to one side.
Unfated Mates: A Fated Mates / Rejected Mates Trope Twist on a Coming-of-age Werewolf Romance Lexie Talionis 2022-01-07 A coming-ofage story that puts a new spin on the fated mates trope.Nat, a shy young girl who grew up too quickly, stumbles upon a terrifying yet
gorgeous wolf boy in the woods. She takes him in, pretending he's her brother, making it awfully difficult for them when they find
themselves falling in love. That and the fact that he starts killing people. And that he can't seem to get hard, no matter how much he wants
to be with her.When they discover his body won't work because he already has a fated mate, Nat is devastated. But Caleb refuses to heed his
body's call. No drug of destiny is going to tear him away from the girl he's wanted so desperately for so long but could never take...as a
human. And if clinging to her means becoming a rabid monster, so be it.
Sasha's Secret Cathy Cassidy 2019-06-27 *The must-have third book in the gorgeous Lost and Found series from Cathy Cassidy, bestselling
author of the Chocolate Box Girls* Sasha has it all. She's the lead singer of an amazing band and the coolest boy in school has a crush on
her. Nobody notices that Sasha's starting to feel overwhelmed. When a world-famous rock star invites the band to record music at his
country mansion and Sasha starts having blackouts, she knows she won't be able to keep her anxiety hidden for much longer. With the fate
of the Lost & Found in her hands, will Sasha's secret tear them apart?
Driftwood Cathy Cassidy 2011 Hannah and Joey have been best friends for ever. Joey's parents love rescuing things and making them
beautiful - their house is full of things made from driftwood, old glass and shells from the beach. Which is why the scraggy kittens the girls
find in a bin at school end up living there. And when Paul moves in as Joey's foster brother, everyone thinks that maybe he needs rescuing
too. But nobody knows quite how badly. At first, it's great - Hannah's brother befriends Paul, and the four of them hang out together. But
then things start to go wrong. Paul is being bullied. Subtly at first - but quickly it gets dangerous. People aren't like driftwood or abandoned
kittens and Hannah doesn't know how to rescue him. Paul doesn't want to be rescued - but with help, he can find a way to save himself.
More Than a Body Lexie Kite 2020-12-29 Drs. Lindsay and Lexie Kite know firsthand how hard filtering out media influence is when it comes
to self-image. Both struggled as young women to overcome the expectations of body size and shape, but were able to learn to love,
appreciate, and reclaim their own bodies, eventually earning their PhDs in body image resilience. The twin sisters founded the nonprofit
Beauty Redefined and have made it their mission to help other women see themselves without societal expectations distorting their selfperception. More than a Body is a self-help book focused on going beyond body positivity, showing how a mindset focused on appearance
sets women up for insecurities and self-judgement. In this book, they offer an action plan for readers to combat that mindset, and instead
learn how the body can be "an instrument, not an ornament," with practical, actionable steps to take when consuming media, exercising,
practicing self-reflection and self-compassion, and finding a purpose in life.
Sister Lost Brenda Lyne 2021-09-14 Sister Lost is a mystery/suspense novel that was inspired by the true story of Latanisha Carmichael, a
toddler who was killed by her own mother in 1979 and her body hidden in a closet for twenty years. The story captivated me, and I wondered
what it would be like to live in that house -- and to be the twin brother the little girl left behind. Sister Lost explores those questions from the
viewpoint of Minneapolis single mother Lexie Novak, the house's newest owner. As soon as she and her four-year-old daughter Ava move in,
the nightmares, the headaches, and the strange electrical sensations begin. Ava, normally a bright and happy girl, throws violent tantrums -and Lexie catches herself thinking of ways to kill the little shit. Lexie must research the house's history and find the source of the strange
phenomena before she and her daughter become the next victims of the house on Washburn Avenue.
Songs of Love Lost and Found Jo Beverley 2012-11-20 Featuring five deliciously romantic stories set in historical and high fantasy worlds,
this exclusive eBook set is the perfect gift for any romance reader. Featuring stories by Jo Beverley, Cecelia Holland, Robin Hobb, Jacqueline
Carey, and Tanith Lee, this collection of five wonderful romantic stories from five wickedly creative authors includes beautiful maids and
clever minstrels, orphans destined for greatness and spies thirsting for revenge, and a pair of lovers who must struggle against the forces of
magic and fate. Originally published in the anthology Songs of Love and Death (edited by George R.R. Martin and Gardner Dozois), these
compelling stories are specially packaged in one eBook set at a great price.
The Model Harlow Layne 2021-01-08 The moment I heard Ryder’s voice I was a goner. As a photographer, I was used to working with
beautiful people, but Ryder Williams was the most perfect male specimen that had ever stood before me. I knew without a doubt it would
take no time at all for him to be the next big thing... or for him to steal my heart. Model and photographer, we shouldn’t cross that line, but
there was no stopping the passion we felt. Nothing else mattered. Not the age difference. Not that he was a client. Not even our pasts. After
my assistant caught us together, he was gone. I tried to put him out of my head, until fate threw him back into my life and my bed. Time and
time again we’re brought together, should I keep fighting or finally accept what my heart wants? The Model is a stand-alone in the Love is
Blind series. The series has crossover characters from each novel. It is not required to read the books in order, but it is recommended to
enhance the reading experience.
What Is Laughter Lexie Brockway Potamkin 2012-11-01
Ugly Love Colleen Hoover 2014-08-05 From Colleen Hoover, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends With Us, a heartwrenching love story that proves attraction at first sight can be messy. When Tate Collins meets airline pilot Miles Archer, she doesn't think
it's love at first sight. They wouldn’t even go so far as to consider themselves friends. The only thing Tate and Miles have in common is an
undeniable mutual attraction. Once their desires are out in the open, they realize they have the perfect set-up. He doesn’t want love, she
doesn’t have time for love, so that just leaves the sex. Their arrangement could be surprisingly seamless, as long as Tate can stick to the only
two rules Miles has for her. Never ask about the past. Don’t expect a future. They think they can handle it, but realize almost immediately
they can’t handle it at all. Hearts get infiltrated. Promises get broken. Rules get shattered. Love gets ugly.
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